Biomarkers of spinal cord injury and ensuing bladder dysfunction.
During the acute phase of SCI, the extension and residual neurological deficits that will persist after the waning of the spinal shock period are difficult to estimate on clinical grounds. Therefore, objective biomarkers able to estimate the extension of the lesion and the degree of neurological recovery are of great importance. Research has been focused on the detection of structural neuronal and glial proteins that leak from damaged cells, inflammatory proteins recruited to remove necrotic debris and more accurate neuroimaging methods that are able to discriminate the extension and functional consequences of the SCI. Urinary biomarkers are also being investigated to estimate functional changes that typically affect bladder function following SCI which can endanger patient's life in the long run. Future studies are needed to precisely characterize the composition and function of the glial scar that appears in the area of SCI and repeals axonal growth, therefore preventing axonal rewiring.